
Selling Under COVID-19: Online Car Sales for the Rest of Us 

 

Pressures to close your stores from COVID-19 are building, and you will need to move some of your retail sales online 

NOW, even should we all stay open—because the consumer will expect us to provide ways to purchase with the least 

virus risk for them. I’m not talking about becoming Carvana or what some big groups have put in place, on and off, 

over the last few years. 

 

It can much simpler, and you already have the tools to get much of it done. 

Before we get to that, however, as a baseline here are the (drumroll, please): 

Three Laws of COVID-19 for Dealerships 

I. Don’t Get Distracted. No matter what you or anyone thinks about this virus, we—all of us—make money 

by moving metal. Period. We are NOT a “work from home” business.   

II. Calm Your Customer. Our approach for sales through our dealerships must focus on calming the 

consumer’s fears: Consumers need to feel safe when they visit, when their cars are delivered, and when 

they service.  

III. Prepare for and DO Home Delivery. Should your dealership be closed by the government, you will have 

many tasks to make sure you can re-open. DO NOT IGNORE ADDING THIS ONLINE CAPABILITY for when 

you return. Home delivery may well be the only thing you are allowed to do while closed. 

Your Dealership Action List for Online Sales during COVID-19 

 

1) You have a NEW ADDENDUM. Attach a fair, legal, and appropriate Sanitize Addendum on every vehicle on your 

lot to provide a better level of “clean” for the public at vehicle delivery. CLEAN IS VERY IMPORTANT to them, and the 

consumers will appreciate it. 

 

2) Run MORE Credit. Get ready to run credit from online applications at a rate you’ve never had. Get a good soft-pull 

tool to determine who you must focus on. Either way, it is your New Cost of Doing Business. 

 

3) The “Road to the Sale” Ain’t The Same, Folks. You will need FIVE steps to sell these folks, not 10 or 12 on some 

offline Road to the Sale. Consumers will be focused right now ON SAFETY FROM THE VIRUS AND CONVENIENCE. NOT 

as much on PRICE. Carvana charges more for convenience, so don’t think consumers won’t pay for safety and 

convenience. THEY WILL. 

 

4) It ALL Happens Through the CRM. Work EVERY customer from the online retail sales THROUGH YOUR CRM. Set 

up a process for who works them and how, don’t be random—get your best salespeople and managers involved, as 

we are NOT in a time for “Now Serving #52” strategies.  

 

5) Properly Craft Your Online Finance Products. Get your finance products down to an easy set for online purchase, 

and don’t depend on bad or disallowed processes such as “leg in the deal”, etc. 

 

6) GO TO THEIR HOME. Do home d elivery like YOU would want it. Many dealerships already do this, and so can you. 


